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The Stack Trace Analysis Tool_init
is a highly scalable, lightweight debugging tool that gathers and merges

stack traces from a parallel application to identify process equivalence classes. A representative of
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each equivalence class can then be fed to a full-featured debugger for root cause analysis.

FPChecker detects the location of floating-point exceptions in NVIDIA GPUs at a granularity of file &
line number. FPChecker reports input operands of the exception. it uses a software-based approach
(based on LLVM) to analyze optimized code.
Source code: https://github.com/LLNL/FPChecker
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ARCHER identified the OpenMP data races causing HYDRA (large multiphysics application used to
simulate various experiments at NIF) to crash intermittently on Sequoia at large scale. This error was
deemed intractable before ARCHER was applied. ARCHER has recently been upstreamed in LLVM.
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STAT is part of the Sierra success story
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1002: hypre_BoomerAMGInterpTruncation(…) {
…
1007:
int *P_diag_i = 1014: hypre_CSRMatrixI(P_diag);
1014:
int *P_offd_i = hypre_CSRMatrixI(P_offd);
…
1062: #pragma omp parallel private(...)
1064:
{
…
1172:
if(max_elmst>0) {
…
1179:
for(i=start; i<stop; i++) {
…
1183:
last_index = P_diag_i[i+1];
1184:
last_index_offd = P_offd_i[i+1];
…
P_diag_i[i] = cnt_diag;
1248:
P_offd_i[i] = cnt_offd;
1249:
ARCHER
…
1484: } /* end parallel region */
1491: return ieer;
1492: }

ReMPI recorded a seemingly random failed execution of ParaDiS (dislocation dynamics application
developed at LLNL) and deterministically replayed this simulation failure for debugging. This is helping
scientists understand the cause of a previously “non-debuggable” simulation error.
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